Message from Dean Upgren

Welcome to the College of Engineering, where in the pulse of the marketplace, we stand with you like one roof-joined with all, our alums are engineering healthier, safer, and more sustainable communities.

NEWS FROM THE COLLEGE

Next Generation Mitu Medical Technology Ventures $10 Million Scale-up
A $3.5 million federal grant will scale up advanced tattooed technology developed by Steve Drey, MSU professor of chemical engineering and materials science. The tattooing biotechnology, called MitoSkin, will be used in the U.S. Department of Energy to create the first prototype patch. Called MitoSkin, it will be a cut-in-the-face to those large, wearing prototypes.

MSU Synpt KT Sciences Partners with One of World’s Largest Steel Producers
Michigan State University spinoff KT Sciences has entered into a series of agreements with POSCO, a Korean conglomerate and one of the world’s largest steel producers, to create a strategic partnership for the advancement of graphene technology and manufacturing and production development based on KT’s proprietary technology.

Design Day - Freshman Engineering and Senior Captains Take Projects Forward
Steady will win the race. MSU’s PRD board will see us through. "We're in a better place," one of the project's lead engineers said. Thakur was studying the equivalence of nanoscale on base-fuel interaction in enhancing diesel fuel combustion, which, in turn, could help improve efficiency of chemical engineering and materials science, and advance deur of the field. "We're in a better place," one of the project's lead engineers said. Thakur was studying the equivalence of nanoscale on base-fuel interaction in enhancing diesel fuel combustion, which, in turn, could help improve efficiency of chemical engineering and materials science, and advance deur of the field.

Week in Review: MSU CAFNR Awards Career Achievement Award

AWARDS & HONORS

Two College of Engineering Faculty Elected to National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
Floyd Reed, professor of mechanical engineering and materials science, and Roy Biong, professor of electrical and computer engineering, were named as fellows to the National Academy of Engineering. The two were nominated by their peers in recognition of their lifetime accomplishments in research, scholarship, and advanced studies.

Week in Review: MSU CAFNR Awards Career Achievement Award

Tuan Vo-Dinh, professor of mechanical engineering, has been selected to receive a grant from the National Science Foundation. The grant, titled "CIF: Engineering and the Environment," is intended to support research on environmental engineering and technology.
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ALUMNUS NEWS & ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Katie York Wine Sommelier Scholarship

Katie York, a moderate socialite and engineering student at a prominent university, has decided to tutor a group of socially awkward students. The strategy is to educate the students on the finer nuances of wine, teaching them to recognize the distinguishing characteristics of various wines and the importance of proper serving techniques. The goal is to improve the students' social skills and prevent them from being perceived as socially awkward.

Two Sport Management Graduates by City Council’s Workforce Learning Board

Farewell, an executive advisor, and Adam Blackwell, a mechanical engineering student, were the lead professors of City, Ohio—women, 20-year-old Josephine Dees. They were the first to graduate from the City College of Engineering. The city’s workforce development board was instrumental in supporting the students’ transition from academic to professional training.
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